10th GLMTV - Call for Participants
⚫
⚫
⚫

The only place to meet many partner organizations of LMTV/ EVS
The best chance for sharing know-how and best practice on LMTV/ EVS
The right moment to work together on global standards and actions

We are happy to invite you to join the 10th Global LMTV Meeting (GLMTV) which will take
place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in 2019 November 21st - 25th co-organized by ALLIANCE, CCIVS,
NVDA and SCI, hosted by MOVE together with SCI Malaysia.
The GLMTV is an important event for all International Voluntary Service (IVS) NGOs as it
provides a platform where NGOs working to promote long and mid term volunteering meet to
1. Share challenges and good practices
2. Find common working ways to maximize knowledge and experience of volunteers and
to Create a better impact for local communities
3. Effectively improve communication and understanding of hosting and sending NGOs.
4. Learn more about the new schemes of LMTV such as Erasmus plus program, European
solidarity corps, Asian Voluntary Service and ASEAN Exchange Program.
* See the Annex 2 for more background story why and how GLMTV has been started.

We are looking forward to meeting you and working together soon!

2nd GLMTV 2011 (Vietnam)

3rd GLMTV 2012 (India)

5th GLMTV 2014 (Thailand)

7th GLMTV 2016 (France)

4th GLMTV 2013 (Slovakia)

6th GLMTV 2015 (Belgium)

8th GLMTV 2017 (Philippines)

9th GLMTV 2018 (Spain)

1. Schedule and Programs:
Morning
Nov. 21 (Th)
Nov. 22 (F)
Nov. 23 (Sa)
Nov. 24 (Su)
Nov. 25 (M)

Workshop 1
Training 1
Workshop 2
Departure

Afternoon
Arrival
Project visit/ Work
Training 2
Open space/ PoA

Evening
Orientation
Bilateral talk
Open event
Farewell party

* The agenda has been made based on the needs of LMTV projects and exchange with considering
the results of the past meetings and surveys to the IVS NGOs conducted in 2015 and 2019.
* We have not allocated a time for sightseeing during the meeting, so for those who wish to do it,
please arrange your travel schedule to have enough time before/ after the meeting days.
* There will be also an Evaluation Meeting of SCC (Global Voluntary Service to Stop Climate
Change) 2019 which participants will join GLMTV after their own meeting on the Nov. 21st.
Workshop 1 – Challenges of each NGO:
We will first share and confirm the core values, nature and quality standard of IVS and LMTV
by utilizing “What is our IVS?” paper (finalized by the 6 networks of IVS NGOs in 2019 Feb.) and
some other documents such as LMTV Handbook, Quality Charter and Practical Procedure.
Then, each NGO will present the highlights of 2019 evaluation and 2020 plan of their LMTV
projects and exchange, especially focusing on the internal/ external challenges. We will try to share
such info. beforehand, so can start from Q&A and discussions during the meeting.
Project visit/ Work – Visiting YCK:
We will visit Yayasan Chow Kit (YCK) which cares disadvantaged children including refugees.
MOVE organized 4 short term workcamps and hosted 1 Mid Term Volunteer here in 2019. We will
see the home and the school, talk with the staff and do some exchange activities with the children!
* Yayasan Chow Kit (YCK) is a non-profit organization that caters to the needs of children in and
around Chow Kit. They run two drop-in centers in Chow Kit and one safe home for children who
are in need of temporary guardianship. YCK operate in partnership with Ministry of Women and
Child Welfare. YCK developed out of Nur Salam and was incorporated in 2011.

Bilateral talk:
We will have 20-30 min. of bilateral talk to evaluate and plan the cooperation. Indeed, this can
be voluntarily done at any free time once both organizations agree, but we still specify the time
flame here to ease the arrangement though this is still optional to join.

Training 1 – Guidance to the volunteers from A to Z:
We will combine A. Role Play, B. Sharing the practice of each NGO and C. Checking minimum
standard for the whole process of 1. Pre-Departure Training, 2. On-Arrival Training, 3. Monitoring
and Mid. Evaluation, 4. Pre-Departure Evaluation and 5. After-Returning back Evaluation.
Partnership between Sending/ Hosting NGOs and Asia/ Europe may be also focused.
Training 2 – Promotion to get more numbers of qualified volunteers:
Same combination of A., B. and C. as Training 1 and we will focus on how to increase the
number of volunteers with keeping good quality of motivation. Here, we could for example share
how to use movies and SNS, develop partnership with various stakeholders, etc.
Thus, if the participants want, we can also deal with the fund raising of the projects such as
grant applications, incoming fee, donation and so on.
Open event – Global LMTV Fiesta:
We are planning to organize it with inviting Malaysian young people and various stakeholders
to promote their participation and cooperation. We may have a presentation contest, exhibition
booths, panel discussion and cultural fun programs.
Workshop 2:
We will be divided into small groups depending on your needs and interest to have deeper talk,
then share and enrich the results in the plenary discussion. The possible topics are;
+ Impact measurement + Project host preparation + Program such as European Solidarity Corps
+ Financial management of LMTV projects + Future plan of Stop Climate Change project
Open space/ PoA:
Any important missing sharing, discussion and work can be proposed here and the, the
meeting will be closed with listing Plan of Actions and Road Map to the 11th GLMTV in 2020 that
will be very important moment as the 100th anniversary of International Voluntary Service.

2. Venue:
We will stay in International Youth Centre http://www.iyckul.org.my/en/.
There are facilities of sleeping/ meeting rooms, Wifi, Private Bathroom, Projector and Cafeteria.
We will sleep in the shared rooms by 3-4 persons with toilet and hot water in each room.

With Siva & Erica (Host organizers)

Sleeping room with 4 beds

Meeting room

Restaurant we will use

3. How to get there:
The participants need to arrive at KLIA (1 or 2) by 16:00 on the Nov. 21st at latest, so can
reach the venue by 19:00. They can leave KLIA from the morning like 09:00 on the Nov. 25th.
Then, they will need to KL Sentral by bus or train and then, to the venue by train and bus. The
detailed travel instruction will be informed on the info. sheets, but the whole journey from the
airport to the venue may take 2-3 hours and cost less than 20 MYR (5 USD) in the cheapest way.

4. Participants:
We plan to gather 20-30 participants from different IVS NGOs around the world.
- Leaders, staff or active volunteers of IVS NGOs (Members or Partners of either ALLIANCE, CCIVS,
NVDA or SCI) in charge of/ involved in EVS/ LMTV.
- People able to work sufficiently in English. It will be the official language of communication.
- Be adaptable, flexible and cooperative for the success of the meeting.

5. Financial regulation:
⚫
⚫

⚫

There is no travel reimbursement for any participants.
The participants need to pay the participation fee of 150 USD that will cover;
- Meals: breakfast, lunch, tea time and dinner (from 21st dinner to 25th breakfast)
- Accommodation for 4 nights from 21st to 24th nights
- Meeting rooms, tools and materials during the project
All the other expenses including the public transportation to the projects visit (around
2 USD) should be paid by the participants themselves, besides the fee.

6. Application procedure:
1. Applicants need to fill in this form by October 20th.
2. Confirmation will be usually sent within 3 days.
3. Participants should prepare their travels as soon as possible, once they are confirmed.
4. The coordination team of GLMTV and MOVE Malaysia will send the invitation letter for
visa to the participants who will request it as soon as possible. If you can get tourist visa,
we strongly recommend it to you. Please click here for Malaysia Visa Information
5. The Information Sheet should be sent to the participants by October 31st.
6. The coordination team of GLMTV and MOVE Malaysia may send further mailings and facilitate
the communication among participants.

7. Organizers and contact:
This project is co-organized by the following six networks and hosted by one NGO;
NVDA (Network for Voluntary Development in Asia) http://www.nvda.asia
CCIVS (Coordinating Committee for International Voluntary Service) http://www.ccivs.org/
ALLIANCE (ALLIANCE of European Voluntary Service Organisations) http://www.alliance-network.eu/
SCI (Service Civil International) http://www.sciint.org/
Host organizer: MOVE (Malaysian Organization of Voluntary Exchange) together with SCI Malaysia
We are looking forward to working with you for this important and revolutionary meeting!
GLMTV Coordinators;
Benedictus Pramudya (Ben), Secretariat of NVDA e-mail
KAIZAWA Shinichiro (Kai) President of NICE e-mail/ IGUCHI Yasunori (Yasu) General Secretary of NICE.
Rosa García Fruitós (Rosa) Director of COCAT
Stephen Nah (Stephen) Coordinator of SCI Malaysia
Sivasangari Ramasamy (Siva) President of MOVE

< Annex 1. Useful Information for your flights >
Below are some flights arriving Kuala Lumpur (KUL) by 16:00 on Nov. 21st and departing after
09:00 on Nov. 25th for your minimum stay. These are cheapest ones we have found on skyscanner
http://www.skyscanner.jp/?langid=EN as of Sep. 7th, to help you to have some images of the flights
cost, but the prices may be changed and feel free to choose the best flights option for your trip.
* Coming/ Return way: Departure - Arrival time in Month/ Date order. # means there is transit.
* We cannot list all the cities of the world here, so even if your country is not shown here, please
never mind, we of course from the heart welcome you all no matter it is written here or not!
From
Ulaanbaatar (ULN)
Seoul (ICN)
Tokyo (NRT)
Taipei (TPE)
Hong Kong (HKG)
Guangzhou (CAN)
Manila (MNL)
Phnom Penh (PNH)
Hanoi (HAN)
Yangon (RGN)
Bangkok (DMK)
Hat Yai (HDY)
Singapore (SIN)
Jakarta (CGK)
Sydney (SYD)
Kathmandu (KTM)
Dhaka (DAC)
Kolkata (CCU)
Delhi (DEL)
Bengaluru (BLR)
Colombo (CMB)
London (LGW)
Frankfurt (FRA)
Amsterdam (AMS)
Brussels (BRU)
Paris (CDG)
Madrid (MAD)
Roma (RMA)
Helsinki (HEL)
Praha (PRG)
Vienna (VIE)
Copenhagen (CPH)
Athens (ATH)
Istanbul (IST)
Moscow (SVO)
New York (JFK)
Mexico city (MEX)
Santiago (SCL)
Casablanca (CMN)
Nairobi (NBO)
Johannesburg (JNB)

Coming way
11/20 07:50 - 11/21 00:50 #
11/21 09:35 - 11/21 15:20
11/20 09:30 - 11/20 15:45
11/21 01:00 - 11/21 05:50
11/21 12:00 - 11/21 16:00
11/21 01:35 - 11/21 05:40
11/21 06:40 - 11/21 10:40
11/21 11:20 - 11/21 14:20
11/21 09:00 - 11/21 13:15
11/21 08:30 - 11/21 12:45
11/21 08:35 - 11/21 11:50
11/21 13:00 - 11/21 15:15
11/21 07:20 - 11/21 08:25
11/21 11:30 - 11/21 14:25
11/20 21:40 - 11/21 03:20
11/20 15:00 - 11/21 15:05
11/21 00:55 - 11/21 06:50
11/21 00:20 - 11/21 06:55
11/21 02:55 - 11/21 10:40
11/20 06:10 - 11/21 03:35 #
11/20 23:00 - 11/21 05:10
11/20 09:10 - 11/21 08:10 #
11/20 11:40 - 11/21 09:30 #
11/20 07:30 - 11/21 07:15 #
11/20 10:05 - 11/21 10:00 #
11/20 10:00 - 11/21 08:30 #
11/20 14:25 - 11/21 14:35 #
11/20 19:20 - 11/21 13:55 #
11/20 18:10 - 11/21 15:50 #
11/20 07:20 - 11/21 10:00 #
11/20 13:30 - 11/21 11:55 #
11/20 14:20 - 11/21 14:35 #
11/19 10:55 - 11/20 10:10 #
11/20 12:35 - 11/21 08:50 #
11/20 00:20 - 11/21 08:10 #
11/20 12:45 - 11/21 14:50 #
11/19 17:30 - 11/21 12:35 #
11/19 18:50 - 11/21 15:30 #
11/20 10:00 - 11/21 10:00 #
11/20 16:50 - 11/21 14:35 #
11/20 01:55 - 11/21 10:00 #

Return way
11/25 08:40 - 11/25 20:15
11/25 15:10 - 11/25 22:45
11/25 14:35 - 11/25 22:30
11/21 10:55 - 11/25 15:40
11/25 16:05 - 11/25 20:15
11/25 16:05 - 11/25 20:20
11/25 11:05 - 11/25 14:50
11/25 15:05 - 11/25 16:00
11/25 10:55 - 11/25 18:30 #
11/25 09:10 - 11/25 10:15
11/25 16:00 - 11/25 17:15
11/25 15:40 - 11/25 15:55
11/25 09:05 - 11/25 10:10
11/25 15:10 - 11/25 16:30
11/25 08:50 - 11/25 20:20
11/25 16:00 - 11/26 14:00
11/25 21:55 - 11/25 23:55
11/25 22:00 - 11/25 23:25
11/25 22:05 - 11/26 01:00
11/25 11:40 - 11/25 13:35
11/25 21:00 - 11/25 22:00
11/25 18:40 - 11/26 15:20 #
11/25 11:55 - 11/25 20:30 #
11/25 09:05 - 11/25 20:10 #
11/25 15:20 - 11/26 06:50 #
11/25 19:10 - 11/26 19:30 #
11/25 19:10 - 11/26 12:40 #
11/25 09:05 - 11/26 18:45 #
11/25 23:50 - 11/26 10:15 #
11/25 19:15 - 11/26 10:45 #
11/25 21:05 - 11/26 07:00 #
11/25 19:10 - 11/26 12:20 #
11/25 23:40 - 11/26 09:25 #
11/26 03:00 - 11/26 23:40 #
11/25 21:05 - 11/26 19:55 #
11/25 16:10 - 11/26 13:25 #
11/25 18:10 - 11/26 17:15 #
11/26 02:15 - 11/27 08:25 #
11/25 19:15 - 11/26 08:30 #
11/25 10:15 - 11/26 19:25 #
11/25 19:15 - 11/26 16:45 #

Airline
MIAT, Air Asia
Air Asia
Air Asia
Air Asia
Air Asia
Air Asia
Air Asia
Malindo, Air Asia
Air Asia, Scoot
Air Asia, Malaysia
Air Asia
Air Asia
Jetstar
Citilink, Air Asia
Air Asia
Thai Lion, Malindo
Malindo
Malindo
IndiGo
Air Asia, IndiGo
Air Asia
Singapore
Singapore
British, Malaysia
Etihad
Emirates
Emirates
Qantas
KLM
Etihad
Thai
Emirates
Scoot
Arabia
Oman
China Eastern
China Southern, etc.
Qatar
Etihad
Emirates
Etihad

USD
764
299
269
201
172
177
149
88
168
119
86
124
88
90
323
305
261
181
259
216
216
516
630
608
550
547
526
576
589
594
538
612
483
401
477
502
972
1392
571
764
552

< Annex 2. Background story of GLMTV > (From “STORIES FROM 70 YEARS OF CCIVS”)
by KAIZAWA Shinichiro

GLOBAL LMTV MEETING
“I wanted to kill somebody.” A boy has
confessed to us in the night of LMTV Evaluation
Seminar. It was a rainy day in 2003 when a
mother and his son suddenly visited our office.
“He’s always staying in his room with playing with
internet and computer games”. It’s been a serious
social issue in Japan for 20 years that a million of
youth are NEET (Not in Education, Employment
nor Training), some of who are like him by
different reasons such as family relationship,
school bullying, laid off, etc. “I really worry his
future. Can he join your project?” “But mother, is
he himself really motivated to join?”, our staff
asked. “Please let me try!” a boy powerfully said
that was surprising, that’s why we asked him
about this in the Seminar after he’s come back
from a project in Thailand for 3 months.
“I was totally isolated and hated the world.
But I don’t want to be arrested and the only legal
way I could find from internet is to join the foreign
soldiers’ army in France, that requires me to
speak at least good English. So, I’ve decided to join
your project to improve my English”. But he has
dramatically been changed through the days in
Thailand. “Local people were so kind to me. I’ve
got a lot of precious treasurers.” In a year later, he
became a very nice leader of our Mid Term
workcamp in Japan and his mother kept sending
50 melons to our office every year.
This is one example of impact by LMTV (Long
and Mid Term Voluntary service) and more and
more IVS NGOs started LMTV projects and
exchange since the beginning of this century.
There was a lot of potential to share practice and
making common working ways to improve the
qualities, to developing the projects to maximize
the positive and minimize the negative impact and
to strengthen partnership among IVS NGOs and
with other stakeholders.
However, there were very rare opportunities
for LMTV staff to meet together since short term
workcamps were the main activities for many
NGOs. That’s why I and NVDA organized an Asian
LMTV Seminar in Tokyo, 2004 hosted by NICE and
sponsored by the Japan Foundation. 15 staff from

10 countries gathered and created a LMTV
Handbook. “It was such a big help for me and IIWC
to have better program of LMTV in Indonesia”,
said by Puji, the Secretary (later, President in
2008-10) of NVDA.
We’ve developed this practice into the Asia
Europe Training for Trainers (TfT) on LMTV in
Tokyo again in 2009 by NVDA, Asia Europe
Foundation and NICE in cooperation with CCIVS
and ALLIANCE. 29 LMTV activists from 20
countries joined. Then, some TfT participants and
I initiated to realize the 1st GLMTV in Germany,
2010 organized by CCIVS, NVDA and ALLIANCE
right before the Technical Meeting. It was an
effective way to gather many people. 52 from 24
countries joined. But we felt, “It may be better to
have it separately with a less number, but more
motivated people.” So, the 2nd GLMTV was held in
Vietnam, 2011 and it’s been organized every year
in Asia and Europe by turns with around 20-25
participants from 10 countries till now. SCI joined
to co-organize it with 3 other networks since
2013.
We usually have a meeting in the project
place of LMTV with some voluntary work in the
beautiful nature and simple living conditions.
Making a snow house in Slovakia, 2013 was a
dreaming time especially for those who’d never
touched snow! Coconut break in the organic farm
of Thailand, 2014 was another paradise for those
from north. The meetings became more active and
productive after such solidarity refreshment.
We also try to have networking meetings
with other stakeholders and/ or open events to
promote LMTV to the public. The Ministry
President of the Flemish region was very friendly
even to me with samurai karate costume in
Belgium, 2015. Asian Volunteering Summit
focusing on SDGs was a meaningful opportunity to
exchange with over 100 NGO leaders right before
the GLMTV in the Philippines, 2017.
GLMTV and LMTV projects/ exchange have a
lot of potential to develop more a colorful and
healthy world, so let’s grow them together!

